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How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 6: Create stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2007
Full of quirky tips and tricks for fun and creative image manipulation in Elements!     

       How to Cheat in Elements 6 is an invaluable resource for all users of Photoshop Elements and shows you how to 'cheat' by sharing insider secrets from clever and cunning Elements gurus, David Asch and series forerunner, Steve...
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Terrorism and Public Safety Policing: Implications for the Obama PresidencyCRC Press, 2009
A Pragmatic Answer to the Systematic Change Already Underway

The trends, data, and battle-tested logic do not lie. A perfect storm of extremist ideologies is on the horizon that threatens to challenge the current state of public safety—forcing police chiefs, public administrators, and security...
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Business Information Systems: 14th International Conference, BIS 2011, Pozna, PolandSpringer, 2011

	BIS 2011 held in Pozna´n, Poland, was the 14th in a series of international conferences
	on business information systems. The BIS conference series has been
	recognized by professionals from the very beginning as a forum for the exchange
	and dissemination of topical research in the development, implementation, application
	and...
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Project managementAcademica, 2009


	Project management is a rapidly growing focus discipline

	within most businesses and organizations, binding the opti-

	mal way of operating and managing projects is a continuous

	challenge. It might involve fine-tuning work methods, clarifying

	roles and simplifying project reporting, or visualizing progress

	through the...
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Physiology Third Edition  With Studentconsult.com AccessSaunders, 2006

	Featuring a focus on mechanisms, this popular reference comprehensively covers important concepts in physiology, both at the organ system and cellular levels. Easy to read and user-friendly, the revised third edition stresses essential and relevant content with absolute clarity and includes concise step-by-step explanations complemented by...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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Circos Data Visualization How-toPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create dynamic data visualizations in the social, physical, and computer sciences with the Circos data visualization program.

	
		Transform simple tables into engaging diagrams
	
		Learn to install Circos on Windows, Linux, and MacOS
	
		Create Circos diagrams using ribbons, heatmaps, and other data...
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Secure Information Management Using Linguistic Threshold Approach (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2013

	In recent years, cryptographic techniques for protecting and hiding secret information have been included in directions of research on intelligent information management. Data can be managed securely due to the use of algorithms for ensuring the confidentiality of data, information splitting techniques as well as protocols for sharing...
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Spatio-temporal Networks: Modeling and Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	Spatio-temporal networks (STN)are spatial networks whose topology and/or attributes change with time. These are encountered in many critical areas of everyday life such as transportation networks, electric power distribution grids, and social networks of mobile users. STN modeling and computations raise significant challenges. The model must...
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The Accidental Leader: What to Do When You're Suddenly in ChargeJossey-Bass, 2003
The Book You Need When You Are Unexpectedly Put in Charge
It could happen today. You are called into the office, and the boss tells you that due to unforeseen circumstances, starting today you will be in charge of a team, a project, an office, a committee, or a business unit. Without any warning (or preparation on your part) you’ve become...
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Focal Easy Guide to DVD Studio Pro 3: For new users and professionalsFocal Press, 2005
Since the beginning of time, men and women have worked to reproduce and record their surrounding environment. From cave paintings to stone carvings, papyrus, wood, paper, canvas, wax, and chemicals… every substance imaginable has been used for both artistic expression and the documentation of history and culture. Regardless of whether one...
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Rapid BeagleBoard Prototyping with MATLAB and SimulinkPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of BeagleBoard to develop and deploy practical embedded projects


	Overview

	
		Develop and validate your own embedded audio/video applications rapidly with Beagleboard
	
		Create embedded Linux applications on a pure Windows PC
	
		Full of illustrations, diagrams, and...
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